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Devon & Somerset Law Society – Strategic Plan 

 

Introduction 

This ‘living’ strategic plan has been created at a time of considerable uncertainty. The Covid-19 

pandemic has had a significant impact on the UK and global economy. DASLS members have had to 

work quickly to protect their staff and offer services in a Covid secure manner and DASLS has had to 

do the same. The Legal Awards Ceremony and Annual Dinner 2020 is being held in abeyance having 

been arranged to be staged in the early days of the national ‘Lockdown’. The UK’s exit from the 

European Union is yet to be concluded.  

Throughout the crisis DASLS has endeavoured to remain active and visible to its members providing 

support wherever it has been able.  The Zoom web conferencing facility was swiftly identified as a 

platform that would enable the continuation of meetings and training and has been used with great 

effect. Whilst no substitute for face-to-face meetings and events, it has been successful in enabling 

members from across the large area that DASLS covers to meet without the travel time commitments. 

It has also allowed younger members to engage where they might not have been able to previously.  It 

is expected that this will be an important tool in the future.  

DASLS office at Aston Court is manned on a part-time basis but homeworking has proved viable with 

DASLS current needs being well supported. Unfortunately, following a period of furlough it proved 

necessary to make one member of staff redundant.  

DASLS is fortunate in having significant cash reserves to continue its operations although it has 

struggled in recent years to break even. Whilst every effort is being made to generate income through 

training and recruitment advertising the Committee accept that reserves will be used at this time to 

meet ongoing liabilities.  

The Committee believe that DASLS is ready with a few minor changes to meet the challenges ahead. 

This plan aims to provide stability, visibility, and a high level of contact for DASLS members. It is not 

known when a return to any form of normality will be possible. With this in mind DASLS strategy will 

be subject to continuous assessment with structured review at 6 monthly intervals. 
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Executive Summary 

This ‘living plan’ sets out DASLS position in October 2020 having continued to operate during the 

national lockdown and continuing global pandemic. It recognises DASLS strong financial reserves and 

transition operating through digital media. 

It has not been possible to predict far into the future and the ideas set out in the plan seek to maintain 

resources, activities and services in the digital environment whilst preparing for the post pandemic 

future. For this reason, only modest improvements and changes have been made to DASLS strategy 

with the key areas highlighted below.  

DASLS role as a representative body is recognised as a core function and with the support it receives 

from CSG and ASWLS will seek to improve its relationship with national bodies and in particular The 

Law Society at Chancery Lane following forthcoming changes to their relationship management team. 

It is also noted that Sub-Committees have been very effective and better attended ‘online’ and that 

this feature of the current environment is likely to continue well into the future although it is hoped 

that face to face meetings will be arranged from time to time.  The Sub-Committees and working 

groups are an important part of DASLS and every effort to support them will be made. 

Promotion of the profession is another core DASLS function and the Legal Awards programme is 

central to this. It is hoped that the 2020 event will be held during 2021 after which arrangements will 

be made for the future. Likewise, plans are in place to continue with the Admissions Ceremonies. 

Education & Training continues to be a key service and a mixed programme of face to face and virtual 

seminars is anticipated with a focus on larger conference events when possible. In the meantime, the 

online training works well and is growing. Help with recruitment will continue as an advertising offer 

that has proved popular with members. We will continue to improve this service with a view to 

providing a stronger support staff advertising solution.  

DASLS is keen to provide members to meet both professionally and socially and the Committee will 

support and grow the Social Sub-Committee with a view to providing events for all members. It is 

anticipated that there will be an increased demand for social activities including the Challenge Cup 

once the pandemic has passed.  

In line with the Committee’s desire to reduce its carbon footprint the bi-monthly printed newsletter 

will be redesigned as a bi-annual magazine carrying comment, features and news.  The e. Bulletin Buzz 

continue to be circulated frequently with a broader mandate supporting DASLS events, Committees 

and official partners. Social media will play a bigger part of DASLS communications strategy and 

officers/sub-committees will be encouraged to provide suitable content. Matters affecting 

international justice and the rule of law are thought to be of particular interest to a broad audience. 

Through the Practice Management Sub-Committee and with support from partners DASLS supports 

the law management function and the existing structure works well offering support and guidance to 

law managers. To bolster this a new consultancy network will be launched giving members more 

access to advice, thought leadership and other management and business assistance. 

It is expected that DASLS has sufficient resources to maintain its core services throughout the Covid-19 

pandemic and continuing economic shock. It accepts that it must use reserves at this time but is 

working to minimise its costs. To reduce outgoings and provide additional income a tenant will be 

sought for Aston Court whilst staff work remotely for the time being. This position will be kept under 

review taking into account operational and financial needs.  
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2018 – 2021 Strategic Plan 

The 2015-2018 strategic plan sought to reinforce and grow those areas of activity most valued by 

DASLS members and address some of the expenditure and time heavy activities that were less used. 

Whilst key areas of the plan have been addressed this latest review has identified challenges that we 

continue to work on especially in respect of larger firms, young lawyers, and social media.  

Position at September 2020 

DASLS continues to be a strong and highly respected local law society. It has good relationships with 

the national Law Society and the SRA which have been bolstered by its leading role with the County 

Societies Group. The current membership is 1287 solicitor members; this is a reduction from around 

1387 in September 2018.  There has been a small increase of Affiliate Members from 385 (September 

2018) to 441.  

The existing operating environment is described above. DASLS has responded positively to the 

challenges it now faces. For the duration of the Covid-19 crisis DASLS has: 

- Facilitated fortnightly forum meetings for Managing Partner/Practice Managers.  

- Provided members with a regular update of relevant local and national issues using the e. 

Bulletin Buzz. 

- Enabled all Sub-Committees to meet virtually. 

- Effectively managed all its business by remote working. 

- Hosted various webinars providing a continuation of quality training for lawyers in the region. 

- Supported its Partners wherever possible. 

DASLS office at Pynes Hill continues to accommodate staff as appropriate although meetings continue 

to be held virtually. The Administrator and Executive Director continue to be fully occupied and work 

full time supported by the Honorary Secretary and Honorary Treasurer. 

The main income streams are subscriptions, training, and recruitment advertising. It is noted that since 

the last strategic review it was decided to cease trading as a recruitment agent and offer advertising 

services that assist DASLS members to recruit candidates directly. 

Cash reserves remain in the region of £250,000 although it is expected that some of these will be 

needed to continue operations over the coming months. 

Services & Activity 

DASLS purpose is to offer support to solicitors and their colleagues particularly in the Devon & 

Somerset area.  It provides a broad range of activities which continue to evolve as the working 

environment changes.  In setting out DASLS strategy the working group have reviewed the various 

services and opportunities proposing changes where it has been thought necessary. 

Governance 

The main Committee constitutes the Board of Directors. It is chaired by the President who also leads 

the Executive Committee.  

In normal times the Presidency changes annually. Each President can develop their professional profile 

through DASLS growing local and national profile.  Due to the Covid-19 crisis the 2020 AGM has been 

deferred to Spring 2021. All officers and Sub-Committee chairs have remained in post for an additional 

year. 
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The Presidency is both personally and professionally rewarding. There are opportunities to influence 

national policies and rules, develop new skills, engage with international lawyers, and promote the 

brand of solicitor.  

The College of Past Presidents is tasked with the job of nominating a Deputy Vice-President for 

election at the AGM.  Candidates are usually selected on a rotational basis from four geographic areas: 

Somerset; Exeter & East Devon; North Devon; Torbay & South Devon. It is also open to any full 

member to nominate a candidate for election. 

The Committee is responsible for reviewing, monitoring, and pursuing the agreed strategy. Due to the 

pace of change it will determine alternative strategies when needed. 

The Executive help through induction and guidance for officers and Sub-Committee chairs about their 

roles and responsibilities.  

Lobbying & Representation  

A core function of DASLS is to raise the profile of solicitors and represent their interests. Current 

activity includes: 

• County Societies Group (CSG) – the CSG is a group of larger non-metropolitan local law 
societies comprising DASLS, Cheshire & North Wales, Kent, Leicestershire, Newcastle, and 
Surrey law societies. DASLS is a founding member of the group which represents over 5000 
solicitors. It is likely that many lobbying and representative activities will be achieved by joint 
enterprise through that group.  

 
It is difficult to measure the impact of the CSG. It has been recognised by The Law Society and 
the SRA who have both hosted and attended its meetings. It provides an opportunity to 
compare member services and trends across the country. 
 

The CSG normally meets three times a year but has had virtual meetings each month during 

the Covid-19 crisis. DASLS is currently responsible for its administration.  The Committee 

considers the CSG to be an important body that can influence debate at a national level. 

 

• Association of South Western Law Societies (ASWLS) – ASWLS meets three times a year 
bringing together Cornwall, Plymouth, Devon & Somerset, Bristol, Gloucestershire & Wiltshire, 
and Monmouthshire law societies. It brings together the views of the south western societies 
assisting Law Society Council Members in their role at Chancery Lane. It is noted that ASWLS 
has not met since the beginning of the Covid-19 pandemic. The Committee will keep DASLS 
membership of ASWLS under review. 
  

• Parliamentary Liaison – DASLS network of Parliamentary Liaison Officers maintain regular 
contact with MPs. This is reinforced by regular visits to Westminster when Peers are also 
invited to meet DASLS. The last event was organised in association with the County Societies 
Group securing attendance by the Secretary of State for Justice as well as the Chair of the 
Justice Select Committee and other senior MPs and Peers. Invitations were extended to any 
DASLS member who wished to attend. It is hoped that another visit to Westminster can be 
arranged in the future. 
 

• The Committee and the Sub-Committees perform an important function by responding to the 
various consultations and discussion papers issued by The Law Society, Solicitors’ Regulation 
Authority, and other professional and statutory bodies.   
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The introduction of virtual meetings has enabled a wider group of members access to the 
debates. Whilst it is expected that virtual meetings will continue beyond the pandemic it is 
hoped that some meetings will be held ‘face to face’ when it becomes safe to do so. Each Sub-
Committee will determine its own programme of meetings.  
 

• It is known that changes to The Law Society’s relationship team are being made. DASLS has 
always had a good working association with its relationship managers and is disappointed that 
this useful channel to Chancery Lane will not exist in the future. Working with The Law Society 
Council Member for Devon and Somerset, DASLS will forge better communications directly 
with Chancery Lane staff and Committees to maintain its relationship with The Law Society 
and provide an ongoing conduit for members.   
 

Promotion and Professional 

DASLS will take opportunities to raise the profile of Solicitors and celebrate their professionalism.  It 

will continue to support: 

• Admissions Ceremony – this annual event welcomes newly qualified solicitors into the 
profession and the Devon & Somerset legal community. It has not been possible to host the 
2020 ceremony. Those solicitors who have qualified in 2020 will be invited to a joint ceremony 
in autumn 2021.  

 

• Legal Awards & Annual Dinner – the Annual Awards event is a fixture on DASLS calendar and 
continues to be successful. The Committee will continue to support this activity working to 
promote the Society and its members. The 2020 Annual Dinner remains in abeyance for the 
period of the pandemic and it is hoped that it will be possible to stage in 2021. The Committee 
remain committed to this event in the long term. 

 

• Joint Professions Networking / Other Professional Bodies – The formation of the JPNG was led 
by DASLS and has helped the Society forge better links with other local professional bodies. It 
meets two or three times a year and gives members the opportunity to network in a 
professional environment. Zoom meetings have taken place. The Society will continue to forge 
its links with these professional bodies in the South West. 

 
Education & Training 

The provision of practical training remains a key area of activity for DASLS. Prior to the pandemic 

DASLS arranged in the region of 50 to 60 face to face training events per year. This included several full 

day conferences and plans were in place to offer more events using this format.  

Since the period of lockdown DASLS has developed a webinar format which has proved workable. For 

the period of the Covid-19 pandemic training will be a virtual activity only. So far take up has been 

mixed but it is expected to develop as this new service becomes established. Work is ongoing to 

improve the number of practice areas covered. 

In the longer term we will grow our programme of full day conference events to supplement a 

combined programme of webinars and face to face seminar events in Exeter and where appropriate in 

other areas.  In addition to its own training programme, DASLS will work with Plymouth Law Society to 

provide a suite of training events at a Plymouth venue once it is safe to do so. 
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Recruitment Assistance 

For over twenty years DASLS Employment Register was well established as a recruiter for legal 

practices in Devon and Somerset. It provided a personal, knowledgeable and trusted service to 

employers and candidates at very competitive rates for members; 12% + VAT of first year’s salary.   In 

recent years the recruitment industry has been disrupted by the internet and those agents remaining 

have operated as ‘head-hunters’.  The impact for DASLS was an erosion of good candidates to fill 

members’ vacancies.  

In 2019 it was decided to cease operating as a recruitment agency in favour of an innovative 

advertising offer designed to help DASLS members to recruit directly.  This seems to have been well 

received by the membership with a gradual growth in advert bookings.  It is hoped that this service will 

develop further, and we plan to improve the service we can provide for support staff recruitment once 

the pandemic eases. 

Mediation Services 

DASLS Mediation Panel operates as a self-administered service. DASLS office continues to provide the 

financial administration and promotion through the Newsletter and Website for which it takes a 

modest fee from each arranged mediation. Take up for this service remains modest despite the Court 

referral schemes to DASLS Panel and the growing expectation by the judiciary for parties to attempt 

resolution in this way.  

The Society is accredited by the Civil Mediation Council (CMC) to provide mediation services with the 

costs being met by the Mediation Panel.  

Social Activities 

The Covid-19 pandemic has had a significant effect on all social activity. All events have been cancelled 

and the programme for the Challenge Cup has been suspended. No plans have been proposed for 

virtual social events, there being numerous online quizzes and other opportunities elsewhere. 

It is expected that once the social restrictions are removed there will be a strong demand for social 

activity and it is hoped to re-launch the Challenge Cup and a programme of events that should appeal 

to a wide group of DASLS members. 

The Committee will review the membership of the Social Sub-Committee with a view to increasing its 

membership and effectiveness.  

Communications – Newsletter, Buzz, Website, Social Media 

Prior to the lockdown DASLS Newsletter was circulated in print and electronic form bi-monthly with 

articles posted on the Society’s website.  The Buzz e. Bulletin supplemented this activity and was 

circulated every few weeks depending on content and urgency of information. During the lockdown 

and for the time being the Newsletter has not been published and Buzz has been used to keep in 

touch with members, deliver news and updates on a more frequent basis.  

The Committee is mindful of its environmental responsibilities and whilst not wishing to produce large 

volumes of printed material recognises the value and visibility of a printed publication. It is planned to 

continue using Buzz to keep members up to date with news and events and replace the Newsletter 

with a new twice-yearly magazine giving news, comment, and features.  

DASLS website continues to be DASLS’s ‘shop window’ and carries news and other information 

relevant to members and the general public. 
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Social Media – DASLS has Twitter, LinkedIn and Facebook accounts and regularly posts about 

forthcoming events.  It is thought that many members engage in social media and a greater 

investment into this form of communication is necessary. This will continue to be led from DASLS 

office, but all members are encouraged to promote DASLS posts.  Likewise, Sub-Committees and 

officers will be encouraged to provide articles/posts for our social media channels. 

International Relations 

There are two aspects to DASLS international relations: 

• Twinning – there is a twinning Charter that links DASLS with various Bars predominantly in 
northern Europe; namely, Rennes (France), Erlangen (Germany), Leuven (Belgium), Verona 
(Italy), Gdansk (Poland), Bilbao (Spain). 
 
There are other friendships that have developed because of DASLS activity notably with 

Barcelona, Cork, Rotterdam, and The Hague. 

There is a good working relationship with visits to and from these Bars. DASLS values these 

connections and encourages members to take advantage of the opportunities offered.  

• Federation of European Bars (FBE) - Devon & Exeter Law Society (as DASLS was then) joined 

the FBE in 1992 and hosted one of the twice yearly meetings in Torquay in 2008. Only four 

other English local law societies are currently members of the FBE (City of Westminster & 

Holborn, South London, Monmouthshire, and Leeds).  

Membership of the FBE and twinning activities continue to be supported by DASLS.  

Matters affecting international justice and the rule of law especially where the FBE has been actively 

engaged will be raised with DASLS members and highlighted using DASLS social media. 

Practice Management  

DASLS through the Practice Management Sub-Committee provide Conferences, Updates, 

Benchmarking and Networking for those engaged in the management of legal practices. It actively 

seeks to expand its services. These are popular with members and will be continued and where 

necessary adapted to reflect the current working environment.  

During the Covid-19 crisis virtual Managing Partner/Practice Manager forums have been hosted with 

each of five areas (Exeter & East Devon, Torbay & South Devon, North Devon, Somerset, Plymouth) 

meeting on a fortnightly basis. These have proved a valuable support to those attending and 

discussions have led to the formation of the South Devon Residential Property Forum and the HR 

Managers Forum. These meetings will continue for as long as valued by those who participate. In the 

longer term each forum will be able to choose how and when it meets.  

Consultancy Services – DASLS engages with professional consultants. It is proposed that a Consultancy 

Network is established that will give members access to advice and assistance across a range of 

management and other support areas. It is intended that Network members will be charged an annual 

fee for registration. The Practice Management Sub-Committee will set out the due diligence and other 

registration requirements.  

In-House Lawyers 

DASLS is committed to supporting In-house lawyers working in its area and will continue to do so 

through its own In-House Lawyers’ Group.  It has proved difficult to identify activities that will appeal 
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to all in-house lawyers but the annual conference dealing with common professional issues and skills 

will form a centre piece for the group.  

Young Lawyers 

The Committee would like to have more involvement from younger members in all its activities and it 

is expected that better use of social media will assist.  The Admissions Ceremony has proven a useful 

introduction to DASLS leading to engagement with the work of some of the Sub-Committees.  

The social events, especially the Challenge Cup has proven popular with younger members as has the 

DASLS / JLD annual Rounders match.  

JLD representatives are invited to attend DASLS meetings.  

Large Firms 

The Committee values the support it receives from the larger practices in the region and will work with 

them to offer new opportunities and greater engagement with DASLS by designing a package of 

appropriate activities especially around lobbying and representation. This should include activities 

such as opportunities to meet national Law Society officers and other relevant individuals. 

Plymouth 

DASLS has members who practise in the Plymouth Law Society area. The Committee respects 

Plymouth Law Society’s wish to remain independent and will work closely with them to provide strong 

services for our respective and mutual members through the provision of training events, recruitment 

services and practice management support. 

Membership and Officers 

There are 1287 solicitor members of DASLS. Additionally, there are 441 Affiliate Members (Legal 

Executives/Practice managers etc.) and 55 Associate Members (Trainee Solicitors) (September 2020).  

Whilst there are no plans to change the structure of membership this will be kept under review. The 

Committee and staff will continue to promote the benefits of membership to the remaining Non-

Members, particularly those working in-house and in Somerset. 

Equally there are no plans to alter the nomination process for DASLS President, but the Committee will 

look at how the role can remain a prestigious election that is considered valuable to the individual and 

their organisation. 

Finance & Premises 

DASLS has a strong financial resource with a capital deposit of over £250,000 and its own premises at 

Aston Court, Pynes Hill, Exeter. 

Aston Court offers around 1300 sq. ft of office space including a meeting room and kitchen facilities. 

There are communal lavatories.  The annual costs are in the region of £14.000 mostly made up of 

business rates (£8,000 pa) and service charges (£4,000 pa) with power, insurance and cleaning making 

up the remainder. This is a substantial and costly office area to accommodate the existing staff who 

are, at the time of writing, primarily home working. Given the pressure on DASLS finances we will 

make further arrangements as needed to support remote working and seek a tenant on a short lease 

for Aston Court.  
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DASLS revenue streams have been significantly impacted during the Covid-19 pandemic. It has not 

been possible to run face to face training events and recruitment advertising ceased for a period of 

around 3 months.  Work is continuing to increase income from webinar attendance, and it is expected 

that recruitment advertising will grow. Once face to face events are possible these will be re-

introduced.  The Committee will continue to look for additional income generating opportunities. 

Whilst the Committee does not wish to deplete reserves on general running expenses it accepts this is 

inevitable during the Covid-19 crisis. The Honorary Treasurer will continue to monitor DASLS financial 

performance and, in consultation with the Committee, make appropriate adjustments to return DASLS 

to break even operation as soon as possible. 

Adopted by DASLS Committee – 25 November 2020 

 

 


